Dedicated Team with the Experience Needed to Build Unique Solutions

With ThreatConnect's analytics team, you get the deep subject matter expertise and information you need to build unique solutions that are tailored to your specific needs. Our dedicated team of experts works closely with you to understand your unique challenges and develop solutions that meet your unique requirements. From early-stage planning to ongoing support, we are here to help you achieve your goals.

ThreatAssess - Actionable Score with ThreatAssess

ThreatAssess provides a holistic view of an indicator using multiple data points to a single, actionable score based on a standardized scale. Distill down indicator reputation, providing a baseline risk assessment of an indicator of compromise using a standardized scale. ThreatAssess captures and conveys indicator reputation, needed to build unique solutions.

CAL - Contextual, Analytic, Lookout

ThreatConnect's analytical models support balancing all local and global data sources to supply you with a global context that has never before been available. With ThreatConnect's analytics, you can see how widespread and relevant a threat is - providing context to indicator scoring needs to as well. When you're ready, you can tune ThreatAssess to your organization's needs, with a dedicated team with the experience needed to build unique solutions.

Indicator Reputation Isn't the Size Fits All

When it comes to configuring how the score is created, your organization's geography, technologies, and work product all dictate priorities for you and your adversary. Indicator reputation looks very different across different organizations. A scary indicator for you may not matter at all for them. Your industry partners may have their own preferred scale. Your indicators may be unique to them. How should you score them?

Calibrating with the Community

When you're ready, you can tune ThreatAssess to your organization's needs, with a dedicated team with the experience needed to build unique solutions. CAL leverages the global multi-industry view to help put your indicator reputation in context. Your customized analytics can be fine-tuned to your needs. You can pull the levers and define your consensus or rely on CAL to do it for you. ThreatConnect customers are able to fine-tune the threat context they face.

ThreatConnect.com

At ThreatConnect, we prioritize figuring out the right approach for your business and providing automated enrichments and steering you clear of false positives. Analysts spend an average of 98% of their time looking for threats and have the right tools to do their jobs. ThreatConnect maintains the engine so that you can spend your time doing what you do best. Maintains the engine so that you can spend your time doing what you do best. ThreatConnect.com delivers the right intelligence to your users directly from the ThreatConnect environment.

Leverage CAL insights to remove junk IOC's from your environment and assess your security posture in the right way.

And there's more being developed all the time!